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Senator discusses tUition hike, budget cut
by Bill Cushing
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Following a recent tuition increase
approved by Florida's Board of Regents,
Richard H. Langley, Republican State
Senator, 11th District, stopped at UCF
while visiting his political district.
Addressing recent cuts made by the
state - a situation which forced UCF
to slash more than $177,000 in the last
30 days of the ·current fiscal year Langley said that the cabinet was aware
of the financial problems as early as
May, but wanted to avoid a move that
was "politically unpopular." He said, the
problem was "dumped on the .legislature." ,I
He said that, since it is unconstitu. tional for state government to borrow
money to offset a deficit, the depletion
of the trust fund accounts cannot legally be labelled a loan. Therefore, he said,

trust fund diversion of cash was no less
The biggest concern centered around
than "stealing money."
students living off-campus.
"I hate to paint you a sad picture,"
Leek asked Langley about the possiLangley said. ''We keep . - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - . bility of the state legisstretching the economic
lature approving a
rubberband. It's eventurenter's · tax. Langley
ally going to break."
answered that the only
Escorted by"Dr. Dan
renter's · tax he was
Holsenbeck of Universiaware of exists on leasty Relations and accomes of six months durapanied by - Legislative
tion or less.
Aide Jan Hall, Langley
During
the
met · with members of
meeting, Holsenbeck
UCFs Student Governacknowledged, "We
ment on the afternoon
need a certain amount
of July 9 to hear stuof housing on campus."
dent questions and comLangley
Another topic
ptaints.
tabled · during the
Tom Leek, SG's director of legisla- meeting involved the recent 15 percent
tive affairs, headed the group, speaking tuition hike as well as limits on out-ofwith Langley at length on both the tu- state students to Florida universities.
ition increase and housing problems stu- Langley said that, although the tuition
dents currently face.
increase was regrettable, it was un-

avoidable. He pointed out that 80 percent of in-state students' tuition costs
·are provided from tax bases and that
one cannot expect increases in services
Without a corresponding increase in
charges.
"Either we're going to do less, or pay
more," he said.
Discussing the tuition situation, Leek
said, ''We took a moderate position. We
knew there was no way around it."
While agreeing with the fact that
out-of-state students provide a greater diversity for the university as a
whole, Langley emphasized that Florida's out-of-state tuition is, in many
cases, less money' than some university systems' in-state fees in other regions of the country.
Leek concurred, mentioning a friend
who pays less as an out-of-state student at UCF than he would in his own
home state of New Jersey.

DiBona won't pick chief
by Tom Kopacz

,

is best qualified to make the decision.
Rado said she thinks her qualifications would have been questioned be, Student body President Jason DiBo- cause of her relationship with DiBona.
na will not appoint the next chief jus"I think Jason made a wise decision
tice of student government's Judicial in handing· the appointment to Pam
Council because his girlfriend is a mem- Mounce," she said:
ber of that board.
Student Sen. Shayan Elahi said DiDiBona has asked a committee con- Bona should not involve the adminissisting of Assistant Dean of Students tration so much in SG.
Pam Mounce, former Chief Justice Pat
He said if DiBona did not feel that
Fletcher, former student body Vice Pres- either he or Dogoli could legally appoint
ident Ross Wolf and another justice to the next chief justice, then DiBona
appoint the next chief justice.
should have given the responsibility to
DiBona said the final member of the student senate President Pro Tempore
committee will be a justice who is not David Mann.
According to the student body coninte.rested in the position.
Fletcher announced his resignation stitution, Mann is next in the line of
succession to the presidency if both DiJune 30.
One student senator criticized the Bona and Dogoli are unable to fulfill
plan, saying the senate president pro the powers and duties of their offices.
DiBona said he did not delegate the
tempore should make the appointment.
· The Judicial Council hears criminaJ respon$ibility to Mann for two reasons:
cases that are not referred to the Or- as senate president pro tempore, Mann
ange/Osceola State Attorney's Office for is. a paid SG official and is not familiar
·
prosecution.
with the judicial branch.
"I sign his paycheck as well [because
It occasionally decides whether SG
Char1es K. Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
statutes violate the student body con- he is] pro tern," DiBona said.
DiBona said because of that, the ap- KNIGHT LIFE
stitution, and also hears appeals of decisions from the judicial boards of In- pearance of a conflict of interest could UCF students take advantage of the cooler nights to play volleyballat the RecreterHall Council, Interfraternity Council, exist. Mann is the only senator to re- ational Services courts Thursday night at 11 p.m. Students pl;:iy until 2 a.m. and later.
PanHellenic Council and SG bodies such ceive a salary from SG.
as the Election Commission.
Mann said the decision is not his to
Wolf, currently the student member make but disputed DiBona's reasons for
of the state Board of Regents, works in not asking him to make the selection.
''I think [selecting the chief justice] is
Mounce's office.
Chris Marlin, SG public relations di- solely the president's decision," he said.
by Brynner W. Yee
pointments Committee, Ed Vickari was
Mann said although he does not have STAFF REPORTER
rector, said Fletcher recommended Jusappointed as Vice Chairman ofE&A
a problem with Mounce's input, he does
tice Emily Rado for the position.
David Patton was confirmed as
DiBona said Wednesday he felt he could not think her decision should be final.
The Student Government Senate DVPA and questioned by the senate.
''I don't think she should be given carte passed the 1991-92 Fiscal Year Spendnot fairly make a decision because Rado is
Public Relation~ Director Chris Marhis girlfriend. "I see it as my responsibility blanche over the whole process," he said.
ing Schedule by acclamation on Jtlne 7. lin asked if Patton might resign like exHe said the president of the United States
to step aside," DiBona said.
Bill 23-58 will allocate one-third of DVPA Monica Vondruska after a brief
Jeff Laing, DiBona's predecessor, ap- and Congress use this format all the time.
the Senate Working Fund to each of two-week appointment.
"It's not that big a deal," he said.
pointed Rado to the council. The senate
the three academic terms of summer, · "Unless something unforeseen hapMann said DiBona should not be giv- spring, and fall. According to the sched- pens - like I'm hit by a truck - I'm
confirmed her May 28. DiBona said he
will appoint whoever Mounce's commit- ing up his powers. Mann also disputed ule, the spring allocation is 33 percent, here for the duration," Patton said.
tee recommends and will not override DiBona's statements for not choosing him. summer A is 16 percent, and summer
When asked what some of his goals
''I say to that [unfamiliarity], I'm as B and fall '91 combined is 50 percent.
the committee's decision.
and plans were, he said he wanted to cut
He said he did not ask student body familiar with the judicial council as any
The overall Senate Working fund has down on the number of senators appointVice President Mark Dogoli to make· student on this campus could be," he said. $35, 000.
ed between-€1ections and retain more electRegarding DiBona's statements about
the appointment because the two are
In the wake of David Patton's appoint- ed senators.
his salary, Mann said, ''He has no authori- ment to the executive branch as director
roommates and best friends.
''We have a high dropout rate, and I
DiBona said because Mounce deals ty over me. I'm not a member of his cabi- · ofvice presidential affairs, and consequent want to stop it. I want to keep the senawith the Judicial Council regularly, she net. He can't fire the pro tern.".
resignation from the Elections and Ap- tors elected here," Patton said.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SG allots $enate ·working fund
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dle," said Jim Gracey, director, Career
Resource Center.
"We can't create the jobs but we're here
Last May when UCF held commence- to assist the employers, and we're here to
ment exercises for over 2,000 students, assist the students. Certainly it's our job
to get them together," Gracey
it represented the largest
said
graduating class in the uni- Jobs part 2
He noted that the Caversity's history.
reer Center assists employers
Tom Fitzpatrick was one of those
graduating seniors, attaining a B.AJB.S. in meeting students in three ways:
• On-campus recruiting and fairs for
in business administration with a spelarger
employers.
cialization in management. He was
• Listing job opening information.
named to Who's Who Among Students
•A resume referral system for smallin American Universities and Colleges,
and founding president of UCFs chap- er employers through a new computer
ter of Society of the Advancement of profiling program.
Additionally,
Management. Yet,
the center's counseltwo months after his
ors are available to
graduation, Fitz- "I think the fact that keeps
any class or organipatrick still hasn't you going, though, is that
zation to speak on job
found an opening in
it's
not
me,
n's
the
market."
preparation and perhis field.
sonal
marketing
With a recession
skills. The office conin full swing, many
• Tom Fitzpatrick tains an employer's
recent college graqUCF graduate and career library,
uates have found it
both written and on
difficult to procure
jobs, a situation so prominent that the videotape, as well as taped information
television news program "60 Minutes" on, among other topics, interview tips
and resume writing.
featured it at the start of June.
For those professions in which stuAlthough a lack of experience is one
obstacle he is running into, Fitzpatrick dents find few listings, the Career Censaid, 'The truth of the matter is, there's a ter offers classes covering such topics
lot ofjobs but some of them offer less mon- as resume writing, interview techniques
and other ways with which individuals
ey than you made as a student assistant.
"Fortunately," Fitzpatrick said, ''I can better market themselves to potential employers.
have the ability to wait."
Fitzpatrick said he used the services
Still, one of the most exhaustive
sources of employment information is lo- but, at the time, the national economy
was at its lowest point.
cate in UCFs Administration Building.
"All those national companies. that
The UCF Career Center has been
operating for over two decades accord- you'd like to work for aren't even looking to Corrine Russo, coordinator, Ca- ing at resumes right now," he said. "I
reer Development Services. While its think the fact that keeps you going, though,
counselors help current students locate is that it's not me, it's the market."
· Gracey concurred, saying that the
jobs, another of its goals is in working
with graduating students or alumni in current financial state of the nation has
making a smooth transition from the affected student's chances at work as
academic world to a professional career. well as the center's success rates.
"With this economy, we've lost about
"We not only work for the university
and the students, but we work for the 26 percent (of the interviews held) last
P.mnlovP.rs. so wP.'rP. kinn of in t.hP. min- vear." he said. 'We still conducted about
by Bill Cushing
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enough," Fitzpatrick said. "I should
3,000 on-campus interviews."
Gracey added that, no matter how have started in January, but I didn't
hard Career Center counselors work, start until March or April."
According to Gracey, the most inthey can not replace a student's individual efforts. He noted that it is best tensive on-campus recruiting takes
to begin job-hunting as early as nine place in October, November and Febmonths prior to the student's expected ruary. The Career Center also assists
date of graduation. To that end, the in both prescreening and job hunt prepCareer Center schedules on-campus ac- aration for students.
The next job expo for UCF is
tivities as early in the year as possible.
"One of the things holding me back scheduled for Sept. 11 and will be
is T rlinn't. st.Hrt. sP.rionslv hnnt.inP" P.Hrlv hP.ln in t.hP. TIP.W ::lrP.TIH.
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Hmmm••• South
Africa's problems
have dissipated?
''Things that make you go hrnmm," has become a
well quoted phrase from a popular talk show host.
Well, Bush's response to South Africa in recent weeks
is something that "makes you go hmmm."
According to the State Department, South Africa
has met at least four of the criteria needed for the
United States to lift sanctions. These four requirements being the repeal of apartheid laws on racial
segregation, the legalization of political parties, the initiation of good-faith negotiations toward a non-racial government and the lifting of a national state of emergency.
These are all things which make the average ob--~
server can say "Gee, how nice for those poor people, I
was soooo worried."
In other words, how tangible are these reforms?
Can President Bush say that the blacks
South
-<::?
Africa are better educated? Can President Bush claim
to have helped up and corning black industry in South
Africa. Or can President Bush claim to have South
African support, i.e. African National Congress President Nelson Mandela.
No. President Bush cannot make any of these
claims: What he can say is that the white government took the necessary steps to make themselves
look good. They need the money to flow back in their
direction, and now it is.
The fact is that President Bush claims that South
CRIME BILL 91: Behold, here is new legislation
Africa has done even more than the above listed recomposed
by two thirds of Congress and George Bush
quirements! They have even satisfied the fifth redesigned
to
rid our country of scum and decay in a
quirement of releasing political prisoners. (All who
fast
and
effective
way.
believe that raise your hand.)
91:
This is what you get:
CRIME
BILL
It does seem improbable that all of the political
A potentially devastating flaw in the bill is limit1)
A
wider
range
of death penalty sentences for a
prisoners have been released. Granted, some have
ing
appeals. The main problem for many citizens is
wider
range
of
crimes.
walked out to see light again, but it is NOT reasonable to
2)
Limited
death-row
appeals.
that
they want to be damn sure that the state is
assume that all have been released.
3)
A
five-day
waiting
period
on
handguns
and
a
crimiexecuting
the correct individual. Obviously, if appeals
"Things that make me go hinmm." One thing that
are
not
limited,
nal
background
check
on
the
would-be
consumer.
it will cost taxpayers a lot of money.
could make one wonder would be the fact that the
Strangely enough, the third element of the bill will However, if we accidentally murder an innocent indielection year is nearing and President Bush is going
to need support. Big business, like the big business be the least popular measure taken by Congress and vidual, what exactly do we tell the family members?
Also, in concern to the death penalty; if you ask a
that was in South Africa, would be a good partner. the President. The first two elements will appeal to
80
percent
of
Americans.
The
d~ath penalreportedly
person
if it's a deterrent to crime, the usual answer is
Not to mention the fact that Bush is going to have to
ty
has
become
an
accepted
measure.
''Well,
he
won't do it again." That's true, but it's not
claim to have done something.
On
the
surface,
the
bill
has
that
"tough
on
crime"
an
answer.
My feeling is that violence begets vioSeveral facts: One, Bush's "no new truces" didn't
appeal
that
most
will
think
benefit
our
society.
lence.
Capital
punishment begets hostility in every
happen; two, the education president took more from
I
want
to look at the soft spots of the legislation comer of society.
the education system than has been taken in a while;
By killing a person who kills another, who beneand three, the war on drugs isn't working, anyone and see who is affected negatively. Obviously, it afto
be
more
than
likely
guilty
of
fects
those
presumed
fits
in the long run? No one.
who feels different can go to the inner city.
a
crime
and
the
family
of
those
who
probably
raised
Who
loses? When part of society suffers, we all
Now is the time for Bush to begin claiming to have
the
presumed
guilty
to
be
a
criminal;
affected
also
is
share
a
part
of the suffering. Life is not like algebra.
either done something truly promised, or carried
for
compassion:
"an
eye
for
an
our
country's
propensity
If
you
combine
two negatives, you get more negative.
through on a Reagan promise. The clearing of the
eye"
thinking
overshadowing
the
fact
that
"an
eye
for
an
A
vicious
circle
certain to compile injury upon insult.
South African "problem" is a nice package. It pulls in
CRIME BILL 91: it may be popular now, but the
Reagan promises and shows that America has an eye makes the whole world blind." Finally, new legislation gives officials less incentive to weed through the gray backlash of it may lead a country that vows justice to
aware president.
matters
of society and reward a black/white mentality:
become a country entrenched in vengeance.
Bush is now doubling the amount of aid to South
Africa. Provided the money is marked for something
1rnrrrrtmtrmrrt1rnrr:mrrrmrrn11mrrt1r11mrtrrtmtmrrrtr1rrtr1rnwt11rntrr:rr:nrnrnrntrtrrrrrrrrmri
in particular and goes there, then it will provide help
to South Africa.
Thurgood Marshall, has decided control, the politicians, know that
No one is saying that President Bush did some- I • LOST IN SPACE
to retire. Marshall's retirement we care and that we will not sit back
Editor:
thing he shouldn't. But if the blacks from South Afriguarantees
the conservative silently any longer.
From
what
planet
does
Brynner
ca don't think it is enough, than what right do we,
Am I the only person who is
Yee come? It .must be one that majority's total power on the
black or white, in Am~rica have to think so?
encourages backward thinking. Court.
angry that our government can
As students, we need to be a find resources to increase the
Fascism lives.
more vocal group concerning the budget for the "Drug War" while
David Mann decisions affecting each and every cutting back on the educational
©mn lhll cenhf Flarkla Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
political science I philosophy one of us. Nearly no one I have funding?
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News OHice (407) 823-6397
I am just one student, but if
spoken with seems to have much
interest in the way our g~vernment everyone cared enough to write to
•BEAST AWAKENS
Editor in Chief
Editor:
is run. Most are simply content to their Congressmen and vote
Jamie Carte
HELLO! Is anybody awake out trudge
through
life
as regularly, we could make a real
·
there?
unquestioning subordinates, difference deciding the future; our
News Editor
Heidi Steiner
Is anyone out there aware of the taking orders from an ever future.
Sports Editor
Jamie Johnson
current erosion of our rights as increasing
conservative
Would someone please answer
Opinion Editor
Jocelyn Jepson
Americans, or is it that no one cares government.
this letter so I'll know I'm not alone
Confetti/Collage Editor
Steven M. Conner
enough to speak up?The latest group
The very rights that we take for in my fear of the government and
J.C. Smith
Copy Editor
of Supreme Court rulings has granted are quietly disappearing. the beast it seems to have mutated
Photo Editor
Charles K. Morrow
overturned vital decisions ~ecting It is really sad that while students into. We can make a difference if we
Art Director
Brian M. Wente
our protection as guaranteed by the in China and Korea care enough speak up and question the selfProduction Manager
Roy J. Fuoco
First and Fourth Amendments to about freedom to protest and even serving politicians running this
the
Constitution of the United DIE, we sit back and let others country.
Business Manager
Thomas Negron
make decisions concerning outlives
States.
Office Manager
Scott Beaman
To
make
things
worse,
the
only
without raising our voices or our
RobertA Ern
Advertising Manager
Vic Kirazian
remaining liberal Justice, fists. We need to let the people in
civil engineering
Ad Production Manager
David J. Shoulberg

m
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Bill 91 designed to destroy scum
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Letters

Central Florida Future

Advertising Staff:
Armand Cimaroli, Jeff Celebre,
Shelly Fleis, Patricia Nasser, Suzy Zuljani
Staff Members: Jennifer Burgess
Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maxim.im of 300 words and include
the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
and space and become the property cl the newspaper, subjed to their publication. The
Central Florida Future Is a free, non-prolit newspaper published twice weekly during the
academic year and weekly during the summ:ir. All meetings cl the BOP are open to the public.

n. Letters . n- Policy~
The Central Florida Future encourages readers to write letters to the editor on
subjects of interest to the student body and to the UCF.Please keep letters to a
maximum of 300 words. Submissions must be typed and include the author's full name,
signature, major and telephone number.
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Film will take the heat for the real problems
Does art imitate life? Or vice versa?
That rhetorical question appeared again last Friday "Boyz N the Hood" opened and mall movie theaters across the nation became air conditioned battlegrounds for young and 019..
And the violence was not restricted to northern
cities although those bergs certainly saw their share
of the action. Tuscaloosa, Alabama and Orlando were
scenes of gunfire, carnage and beatings. I think I'll
wait until this comes out on video myself.
This probably explains why the theater at Colonial
Plaza has a sign forbidding the carrying of firearms
into the building. Even in safe, staid Winter Haven, one
man had his jaw broken, another was beaten and a
woman was robbed.
And the weather report called for snow in hell
Things were so bad that the incidents merited the
leadoff spot on Saturday evening's nationally televised news. Now we'll be hearing from a variety of
"experts" that it is because of movies like "Boys N the
Hood" that this sort of behavior occurs. The movie
encourages the act.
The only reason these violent incidents came to
anyone's attention at all is because they took place in

those pristine harbors ·of safety and pleasure, shopping malls. Once Mr. and Mrs. Middle Class (and
their budding brood of Yups-in-training) get caught in
the crossfire of Lower Class anger, it becomes time to act _
If the proletariat would only stay in their neighborhoods, they wouldn't have to face the problems of
the disenfranchised. I don't see the problem, ergo it as Jacksonville (a town that has consistently made
doesn't exist.
every "most violent" list over the past several y~ars),
People would rather view the reflection of a situa- the force is hiding in the K-mart ceilings, perched
tion as the cause of it.
over the toilet stalls to pounce on any pervert who
We saw the same thing with Dennis Hopper's film might try to sneak in with the lingerie ad and sexual"Colors" several years ago. Before that the film "War- ly abuse his hand. That's right, they're busting 'em
riors" resulted in the same reaction. Then, we had a for masturbation up there.
court case where parents tried to place the responsiAt any rate, back to our film .
bility for youth suicides on rock groups. Before his
It is ludicrous to say these events occ"QITed because
execution, Ted Bundy said that reading Playboy of the film. These actions exist, but usually in isolacaused him to become a serial-sexual murderer.
tion from those comfortable parties with the misforIf you're wondering where the police were while· tune of being in the wrong place at the wrong time.
this was going on, you'll be comforted in knowing
Blaming these acts of bloodshed on the existence of
that on the Gulf coast, a major gambling ring of a movie or record makes as much sense as blaming
retirees was busted. One of the guilty said the possi- the centuries of war and greed on the violence depictble $75 fine would be more than he would have lost ed in the bible.
in a year of these pinochle games.
Come to think of it, there might be something
Of course, that was in a small town. In cities such her~.
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Elvis brought about downfall of group singing
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Recently, there was a story in the New York
Times (motto: "Our Motto Alone Is Longer Than
An Entire Edition of USA Today") stating that
Americans are no longer any good ~t singing.
This is the latest in series of alarming news
stories about things that Americans are no longer any good at, including: reading, writing,
arithmetic, and manufacturing any consumer
product more technologically sophisticated than
pizza.
According to The Times , Americans used to
do a lot ·of group ·singing, dating back to the ,
days when hardy pioneers crossing the prairi~
would entertain themselves by sitting around .
the campfire and singing folk songs such as:
"Home, home on the range
·Where the deer
And the antelope plAAAACK''
"AAAACK'' was the musical sound that the
hardy pioneers made when their larynxes were
punctured by arrows shot by prairie-dwelling
. Native Americans, who couldn't STAND that
song. Another one they hated was ''Mister Froggy Went A-Courting," which inspired them to
invent the Ant Hill Torture.
Nevertheless, public group singing remained popular until modern times, when it has been hurt by
two factors:
1. THE ELIMINATION OF RELIGION FROM
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. At one time, most public
schools held Christmas Programs, wherein the children sang Christmas carols. Eventually this was
viewed, correctly, as unfair to other religious groups,
so the schools started holding Winter Programs and
including songs from other religions, starting with
Judaism and gradually expanding, as society got more
sensitive, to include Islam, Buddhism, Confuciansm,
Scientology and The Cult Of The Big Lizard.
Finally, to avoid offending anybody, the schools
dropped religion altogether and started singing about
the weather. At my son's school,1they now hold the
Winter Program in February and sing inclieasingly
~~n1\1~1P~t:$J~ ~Qqgs, ~qcp\ ~ ':\V~~f W9qq~rla.qcl,':

over and over, especially when you're trying
to sleep. You're lying in bed, thinking to
yourself, "Big day tomorrow! Got to make a
major presentation to top man.agement. Got
to get some shut-eye." And just as you're
about to lose consciousness, your brain
shrieks:
"It's my party, and I'll cry if I want
to!
CRY ifl want to! Cry ifl want to!"
You try reasoning with your brain,
then speaking sternly to it, then pounding
on its door and threatening to strangle it,
but it continues shrieking this song until
4:30 a.m., when you P,nally fall into a fitful
sleep, marred by a recurring nightmare
wherein you inform the entire board of directors, using audiovisual aids, that they
would cry, too, if it.happened to them.
WITH
Leading physicians agree that the
only way to cure this condition is to go up to
another person and say: "I can't get this
darned song out of my head!" Then you sing
the song, and suddenly, boom, it's gone from
your head, because NOW IT'S STUCK IN
THE OO'HER PERSON'S HEAD.
John has been trying to infect me with
his song for several months, but like an in© 1991 Tribune Media Services, Inc.'
creasing number of Americans, HE CAN'T
All Righi• Reserved
SING. About once a week he sticks his head
"Frosty the Snowman," and - this is a real song into my office and says: "Are you sure you don't know
"Suzy Snowflake," all of which is pretty funny, be- this song?" And then he makes a series of noises that,
cause we live in Miami. A visitor from another planet if you didn't know they were supposed to be a song,
would assume that the children belonged to the Church you would assume were the desperate moans of a
of Meteorology.
_
woodland creature that has become lodged in John's
2. THE RISE OF ROCK AND ROLL. Let's face it, trachea.
this is not the ideal music for group singing. The
"Unnhh unnh unhh," moans the creature.
family is not going to gather 'round the old upright
"The chorus goes 'Keep a-rollin'," adds John, lookpiano and belt out a hearty chorus of "Shake Your ing at ine hopefully.
"Don't Know it!" I say. "Sorry!" Although of course
Groove Thing."
The result is that fewer and fewer .Americans can I am actually happy. Shoulders slumped, John wansing. I have seen stark evidence of this in my own ders off, looking for another potential victim to infect.
office. One of my co-workers, John Dorschner, has a According to The New York Times, we're going to see
song stuck in his head and can't get it out. You've more and more unfortunate victims like John unless
probably had this happen to you. Your brain, which is we, as a nation, start singing together again. So come
easily the most overrated qrgan in your body when it on! Put your ear next to the newspaper and join in
comes to intelligence, suddenly decides to devote an with me now!
~nt~re lobe to a certain song. Sometir;ne,s. it's a song
"Oh I come fi:om Alabama
11 l r t r It
ypµ\qoµ\ ~~en~ ij~e,, pµt ym~i; bi;a,iI;l J>l~y.s it OVf?Ji ~d , • •With•a ll>anjo on my kn.AAMCK'~ ~ , · ., ., ., ,, ·-··' ·
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Townhouse large space, walk to UCF, garage
wld d/w 2 bed 2.5 bath lease now or reserve
for fall 249-2246.

Epiphone guitarw case+ stand $350 4ft refrigerator $75.
Large Louis Vuitton bag $25 823-4452

RPS needed Pff package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

Apartment for rent excellent location, University Blvd + Alafaya Trail, walk to school, 2
bedrooml2bath $440.00 per month, for Info
call 321-7343, or 1-800-777-4366 ask for
Jerry.

IBM PC JR 2-51/4 drives color monitor printer
stand, many extras 657-4580

SCHOLARSHIPS up to $20,oo'o. No GPA/
income restrictions. 213-964-4166 Ext. 59.

ll11tllllilt1·
Roommate wanted starting Aug 1.
Across the street from UCF, nice townhouse,
own bedroom+ bath only $2171month + 112
utilities 658-1881.
Need female roommate ASAP. Own room,
share bath. $155 rent $150 security, 113 utilities. 1 mile from UCF call 273-8744.

Two bedroom and one bath house one and
one half mile from UCF $450.00 per month.
Phone before six o'clock 657-4124.

2bedf2112bath townhouse 3mi from UCF
Male roommate wanted to share 3br
pool, wld $630lmo call (407)464-3824
2 bath apartment. Nice place for a
serious minded student. 1 mile to UCF. rent is
UCF area duplex 2bd 2bth wld central ath
$155/mo. + 113
cathedral c~ilings privacy fence miniblinds
summer rent is $1201mo. If interested call
· carpeted 365-4315
Robert or Philip 382-6058
Female,ns, own room in 2bl1b in the shoals,
apt on 2nd floor. pool and lake side, $232.50
2fs ok 657-4580
Alafaya Woods-wanted: Responsible female
non-smoker to share new 3/2 home wtpro female &1 quiet super kid. Private room &bath .
Room furn or unfum. $350/mo + 112. 3661677
Room for rent in house.pool, 3 mile away,
671-0332 $300 month
2 rooms available in 3bdrm/2-112bth
townhouse-2mi from UCF $235/mo+113 util.
No smokers 277·6q23
FINS roommate needed to share new 4br/2ba
home. 6min from UCF. MSTR bdrm wlown
bath, w/d,2 car garage, ceiling fans. $260+1/4
util. Diana 366-6676

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967

2brm 2bth washer dryer lawn service included
call 657-7598 I 380-8331
Hunters reserve condos. Two br two bth 1090
sq ft washer dryec pool tennis bkb one and one
half mile from UCF $600 per month 366-3009
2b/2b half furnished need responsible friendly
female wtd micro pool $250 month + half util.
ASAP ph 823-8215 ask for Sheila only 2mi
from UCF.
For Rent 2bdrm 2bath flat pool tennis courts
walk to school $575 call°671-9957
Fox Hunt Ln 2br 2bth lofttwnhse, all amenities
1/2 mi from UCF. $475 mo unfr.nshed. MIA
owner (305)251-5432

Must sell nothing over $75 queen size waterbed good condition dinning room table &
Earn $500+weekly doing mail outs at home.
chairs glass & wood also coffee & end table
Great for students. Send self addresses
glass and brass glass & brass bookcase call . stamped envelope to PO Box21280rlandoFI
677-5945
32802-2128
Plane ticket-otown to beantown one way leave
Aug 29. $195. 679-5193
Waterbed queen full wave, light pine, padded
rails , 6 drawer pedestal, and two sheet sets.
$200 or best offer. Diana 366-6676

'" llllllllil
GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus buyers guide.
(1) 805 962-8000 Ext. s-4628
Pontiac Grand Prix '81
auto air amtfm stereo cassette excellent condition $59,200 original mi. $1595 call 3272410
Ragarmagsandtires 15", white letters, almost
new with lugs. Will fit gm. Sold as set $300. Call
Angelika at 823-2608
'82 mustang coupe ,auto.new brakes,
76k,good ?Ond . $1600/bo. 679-5193

WOROMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Fast*Professlonal*Accurate
THE WRITE STUFF Professional Typing
Papers, Graphs, Charts, Resumes, very reasonable rates, 297-3545

Trainer, motivator, leader. Speak and grow
rich! High incomepotential. We train . 6616319
Live in nanny for 8yr old girl room & board +
small salary light house keeping 850-9269
day 657-7287 eves
Entrepreneurs ... start a businsss today + be
financially independent at graduation. Not a
job 249-2246
Immediate position available! Become part of
our management team as a permanent full
time computer programmer ·AS400 and kobol
necessary. Excellent opportunity, salary/
benefits. Please call Elisa at 855-8807

lilltllliil1111fill

LSAT GMAT GRE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by testing specialist
Michael Tierney, 897-3300 or 341-0003

ASA student seeks members and seriously
interested for a carpool P.O. Box 26720
Orlando 32816
VACATION SPECIAL! 2br/2ba luxury
condos from $99/Week. World wide plush

Toy and model trainslrailroadiana prof Hart-

Goldenrod/eastw p. Condo for sale distinctive
2 large br, 2112 bath townhouse. Assume with
goods credit $1500 down,$470 PITI 6789222

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,-000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. B-4628

iii;;~;;,l~[ll;~!jt'II ~~~:=:~~:~:
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

$250 call Cory Baer H-678-9297 W-658-'1038
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FALCON
Artist: Silvio Rodriguez
FROM PAGES
Multiple
-------------------- Producers:
producers; compiled by David
Bryne

rock for commercial play.
From the first track, "Power
Windows," to his last ,"Oh Boy,"
he sings about his life
experiences (according to his bio)
and takes us through the trauma
and triumphs of love.
His i~fatuated "My New
Girlfriend" gives Billy "This
Burning Love" that lets his new
girlfriend to do "What She Will."
Then we find out that they are
"Getting Married in the
Morning.
·
The heartbreaking starts and
it's "Not Funny Anymore!"
If you like the type of music
that may have contributed to
his style, you'll enjoy the simple
sounding acoustics and the beboprockaspartofyourcollection.
Please don't be taken by the
lite~al value of the title or the
packaging. Plant a tree instead!

Label: Sire

Per4mAnts eat up
alternative tht!ater

by Christine Lott
"Big Bang" ten minutes after
Mix the Beatles and
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the show.
"Episode 26" is the fifth
Leadbelly with Mozart and
Brahams, add a life
The Per4mAnts theater production by the Per4mAnts,
experienced during the
group continued t11eir which was founded by four
turbulent history of Cuba's
production ofHowardKorder's students from the University
revolution through today, and
"Episode· 26" this weekend, of Miami and settled ii)
you
have
usingcreativedirecting,acting Orlandoatthe downtown club
some idea of
and costuming to rescue this , "Big Bang". The group has
the many
spaced out script from an held over "Episode 26'-' for two
cu l t u r a 1
inevitable black hole.
more weekends, scheduled are
influences
Theplay,setasacomicbook four 9 p.m. performances on .
that have
s t y 1 e ..-· ---==~~~~~~~ the
. July
shaped the
intergalactic
19,20,27 and
workofSilvio
adventure,
28. The cost of
Rodnguez.
·
A
th ep 1ay, wh'ich
pr 0 vi de 8
resident' of
pure enteri n c 1u d ~ s
tainment
admission to
Havarina,his
"greatest
with
a
the
club
hits" were
questionable
afterward, is
recently
mes sage
$10. However,
released on
a b 0 u t
disc oun. te d
Sire by the ever-prolific David
p 0 11 u ti 0 n
Thur sday
-Bob Ryan Bryne.
thrown in at
night shows
Since hisarmydaysofl.964,
the end that
areplannedfor
Rodriguez has been actively
w 0 u l d '.:j~~~~~~~~~~.,u p co ming
involved in writing and playing
hardlygetby SmokeytheBear. performances.
This young ensemble ha,d a
Theintentofthisaltemative
music.After leavingtheservice
in 1967, he met with producer
consistently high energy level theater group is to produce .
Mario Romeu who began
that kept action quick paced scripts you otherwise wouldn't
placing Rodriguez on Cuban
and visually exciting. Director see in Orlando. · Although ·I
television series. Now he plays
David Lee juiced some comic don't feel this has to include
before 90,000+ audiences in
interlude out of a bomb of a mindless ones, ThePer4mAnts
arenas throughout South
scriptandmadeitexplodewith will have a chance to prove
America.
silliness and consistent charm. their versatility and show their
This blended well with the serious side when they open
By his own admission,
Rodriguez disliked "the
atmosphere of the theater, "Dark Ride" by Len Jenkins on
traditional Cuban music,"
which turns into the nightclub Sept. 5.
'.:::::===================-___r:p~re=£~err:.:.::in~g2....:..:to~c~o~n~s1~·d~e~r_h_im~se_l_f________--:-_B
__il_l_C_u_s_h~in~~-------------------~ • .-------------=~-----,

.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.- -.-.- -.-.- -.·
.il ··················=·····=·····=··'
·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=-=·=~
r.a

a troubadour of sorts. If this is
the case, he is a polished one.
There is a passion in his voice
and delivery that adds a punch
to his writings. This is not the
slick cliched vibrato of a Julios
Iglesias, but the genuine feel of
a man who has grown up under
less-than-favorableconditions.
Throughoutthealbum, there
is a fast-paced, pop-oriented
sensibility that works well with
the smooth timbre of
Rodriquez's
voice.
This
might explain
how he can
movefromthe
high-powered
punch
of
"CantoArena"
to the balladlike gentleness of "La
Maza." At the
sametime, the
album reflects
the North American influences
on Rodriguez, such as the Bob
Dylan-oriented "Playa Giron."
Rodriquez successfully
mixes a number of influences
and -·instruments, from the
Hispanic to the North
,American, into a wonderfully
cohesive whole. The song$ on
this workcoverovertwodecades
ofwritingandmusicianship,and
go beyond "mood music" or any
other trite category into helping
define what the human soul
actually is.
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CLASSES AID A

"WI
PART~TI

EJOI I DE EAVE
APAID VACATION~"
''.And UPS agrees. That's one of t_
he
reasons I work there. But they do a lot
- more than pay me to take time off. I ma~e
almost $10,000 a year working part-time
for about 4 hours a day. That's great pay
for a full-time student.
"The benefits jon't stop there, either.
I get paid holidays, medical and ~en·
tal benefits, even a student loan 1f
I need one. I QOt lo pick mor1:1ing
..
or evening shifts. I work in Op~rat1ons,
but some students work in accounting,
Industrial Engineering, l.S. and
Custom.er Service.·
"If you want to make money while you
study and when you travel, check out ·
UPS. Find out how it feels to go away
and come back to a paycheck."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
·
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement .
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

...

I

*

I

~

WORKING FOR STUDENTS \VHO WORK FOR US.

UPS D1EU VERS EDUCATIDI
1

Another
day at
t -h e
office •.
Apply now! The
Central Florida Future
needs photographers.
Cover riews, features,
sports,concerts, and
more!!!
Stop by and fill out an
application today.
We are located next to
the art domes acros~
the street from the
pow~r plant.
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News headlines jump to life
in Pat Rushin's short stories
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INTERVIEW
FROM PAGE 12

KS: Oh, yeah. We're writing all
the time. We're in the process of
building- both me and Buddy
by Bill Cushing
I have a midi-stUdio but
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Buddjs in the process ofbuilding
a new studio and so we'll be in
For the past eight years Pat
there working. A lot.
Rushin has taught cre~tive
JT:
And that way I don't have to
writing at UCF; for seven of
one.
build
those years, he edited the
KS: We're just recording and
"Florida Review."
looking for that record gig.
Now, Rushin's book of short
you were learning
BC:When
stories, "puzzling through the
guitar,
what
did you study?
news" has been published and
KS:
My
two
favor~te guitar
released by Baltimore's Galileo
players back then were
Press.
Cornelius Grant who played
Many of these 11 stories
with the Temptations and Phil
were published previously in a
Kopanski, Michael and his Upchurch, then the guys more
number of magazines,
father have a final chance at like Jimi Hendrix, the more
including periodicals such as
meeting.
really hard electric guys.
"The North American Review"
These are stories about real BM: Is that because you knew
and "Kansas Quarterly."
people people whose him in Chicago?
One, "Summer Rape Tally
problems, hopes, frustrations KS: Who, Phil? No, I had heard
Hits Record High," has the
and dreams are, if not his records with the Soulful
distinction of being one of the
identifiable with our own, at Strings and stuff like that.
few stories ever written by a
least comprehensible.
It seems thatyou·don'tjust
man to be in the pages of
There is a thread of play guitar, you get off on it.
"Kalliope: A Journal of
hu~anity rather than theme KS: It's a sport and a sexual
Women's Art."
running through these works event. I dig it. I've worked a lot
As might be guessed from
aTld if it seems as though with computerized music, you
the name of that story as well
Rushin
has
been know, samplers, sequencers and
as the book's name, many of leader, Al Muzhikovsky faces eavesdropping into people's
·that stuff.1 was a guitar player
Rushin's titles are fashioned the dilemma of choosing private lives, that only attests
first and I got so into that after newspaper headlines. between his wife and an to his powers as a writer.
makin' dance music - that
Among the more enticing employee-lover.
.
Rushing writes with a coming back to guitar now is like
captions in these pages are
"No Visitors" studies the sympathetic eye and an it's a whole new thing.
"Man Stabbed in Heart Runs 3 problems of father-son understanding for all the
For these tours, are you
Blocks" and "Young & relationships and ends with the parties involved.
going to be playing all clubs?
Attractive Suicidal Romantic start of a reconciliation.
In many ways, Rushin is not KS: I believe it's all clubs.
Seeks Help."
In it, Michael Reilly unlike Morton, afrustrated BM: That's cool. Clubs are cool
But while the titles might attempts to visit his ailing Washington D.C. obituary for now because we don't need to
tease, it is the work itself which father in the hospital, only to writer in his opening story, jump into venues yet until we
stays with the reader.
be rebuked at every step by the who realizes that "somebody have a record out.
In "Election Year," while the older man. Through the or something died ... out there
Have you been getting the
rest of the country tries to intervention (andingenuity)of beypnd my window and beyond
kind of reaction from the
decide who should be its next his father's room-mate, my control."
dub crowds that you got at
the Junkyard?
------------_;:__~---------===========---------,KS: Yeah, weallmakeourmark.
JT: Yeah, he (Buddy) moves an
audience like nobody else I know.
KS: Yeah, he does have a talent.
None of us are shy, but Buddy
has that special thing that gets
people to, you know, "All right!
Stand up and tum around. Stand
on your chair, get down." By the

Party Responsibly,

way he plays a Sine ad O'Connor
style of guitar.
JT; I use the Madonna thing.
Buddy's guitar solo on
Thursday night was pretty
impressive.
BM: I play an M.C. Hammer
guitar.
Your sound seems to blend
hard rock and blues
influences with Parliament
Funkadelic's sound. How
would you describe it?
KS:Ijustcallitblues-rock. Very
eclectic. If you're going to
pigeonhole it at all, which I think
is kind ofhard to do-you really
have to see it to really have a
grip of what it is- but I would
think that blues-rock really
coverswhatitiscauseit'sbluesy,
it's got thatR& B thing, and it's
definitely got that edge, you
know that drivin' ...
JT makes a variety of sound
effects
KS: .. .it's kickin' ass.
Especially with Buddy
who uses a very basic drum
set; nothing is added on or
electronic stuff.
BM: Electronic stuff, I like. But
I hke to just play.
Where did you start out?
BM: I started playing with ...
JT: In Nebraska, what was that
guy's name?
KS: The Junior Jivers! They
wore these pimp suits and
Stacey Adams, and Buddy had·
a pompadoureus they called
pompadoureus rex. The last of a
dying breed.
BM: All of us had pompadours
and mine was way out to here ...
JT: Ray-mone.
BM: ... and I had patent leather
shoes...
.
KS: Those mother--ers hurt
too, didn't they? Those Staceys
don't give, boy. They're
relentless!
BM: Yeah, those Stacey Adams.
You look at my feet, they look like
one of Brian Wilson's surfboards.
Any questions youhaven't
been askedlately in an
interview?
KS: Qut to dinner.

don't become a statistic

r-------------------,
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I
Mitey Clean Carpet Care
I ~ $6.95 per room 2 room min . or $25.oo
Free Hall
I HEAVY·SOILED
.
I AREAS MAY
with 5 rooms or more
LOW PRICES

I
I
I
I

REQUIRE PRE·
CONDITIONING
& CORRECTIVE
CLEANING

$29.95 sofa or two chairs

I
d I
steam c eane on y.
366-0'738

&0
coNRTREEFcLOTNIVE

CLEANING

OPEN 7 AM-9 PM 7 DAYS A WEEK

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

L-------------------~
HEADS EAST
:
WITH THIS AD
:
• HAIRSTYLING
••
••
••
•
STYLE
CUT
•
•
•····~······························
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT •

••

•• PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS
• WALMART CENTER
: 10661 E. COL. DR.

$9·95

•

•••

APPT. OR WALK IN•
282-1754:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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·Guitarist banned from working in Florida bars

••

12-year-old Jacksonville performer's career now on hold because of ambiguous state definitions
by Bill Cushing

The law invoked, State Statute Officer for Florida's Department of
562.13, states that no one under 17 Business Regulation, said that Trucks'
may work in any establishment argument concerning the problems of
definition may be valid but thinks terms
Two years ago, Derek Trucks had operating under a liquor license.
one of the most promising careers
However, a friend of the Trucks' in the state law are "pretty specific."
ahead of him.
family familiar with state law sent
"The beverage industry is one of the
Then, the nine-year-old's talent as Derek's father, Chris, information on most heavily regulated in the state
a bottleneck blues guitarist was State Statute 440.02-llD, a law which and, of course, one of the main things
growing. Critics and musicians excludes any independent contractor they have to live by is that nobody
throughout the southeastern United from being considered an employee.
underage can drink," Currie said.
ATF District Supervisor Jack
"Just the fact that he shows up is
States saw in him the source for a
renaissance of a guitar style made Wallace said the only bona fide reason enough to interpret that he is
famous by, among others, Dickey Betts establishments currently exempt from working for them. That's where our
who had perfected it while playing in the law are those involved in hands are tied. The way the beverage
law is written, it really doesn't
the Allman brothers Band with
give us much leeway, but in the
Trucks' uncle, Butch.
That career, however, was
child labor law, it does."
"Derek would survive. But right now,
put on hold last month when
That option is one currently
Derek's band, Derek and the
open to Trucks.
it'd really kill the band if we had to wait
Dominators, was cited for
"It's in the child labor law and
a month or more."
allows the state Department of
violating state statutes while
Labor to issue a waiver," Currie
performing at the Butler Plaza
blues and rock club, the
said.
-·Chris Trucks
Junkyard. The shows resulting
''What we're really trying to do
Derek's father
in the action took place on
first is get a waiver. We're going
July 12 and 13 and w.ere the
to try everything possible within
the law. ButI really hope we can
sixth or seventh appearance
avoid messing with that
by the young Trucks.
"I got a warning from the ATF professional productions such as dinner (option),". Trucks said.
(Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms) people theaters. Besides, Wallace added,
''What we're trying to do is to avoid
stating that it was illegal for anyone statute 440 is a definition under the a lot of the bureaucracy and see if we
under 1 7 years old to be an employee state's workers compensation rulings, can get some help to get a waiver as
in a licensed establishment," said John and is not relevant to operational quick as possible," Trucks explained.
''We can't play and the other musicians
Lewis, co-owner and president of the · procedures.
· corporation overseeing the Casslebury
"It's not only worker's compensation, can't wait. The band is Derek and,
it's a federal definition for emplo_yees,"· without him, they can't play."
restaurant and club.
· The problem actually began earlier Trucks said, arguing that his son is an
'l'rucks said that, to date, the problem
when Trucks' band played at The independent contractor and, therefore, has cost his son's group at least four
Moon, a club in Tallahassee. At that not an employee.
dates and endangers a potential record
time, the group worked out an
He added, "There is no state deal for the young performer.
arrangement with the state's definitiQn of 'employee'."
The band played. last month at the
Department of Business Regulation
State departments in Tallahassee annual Georgia Jam, this year with
whereby the band would play for free don't concur with Trucks, although they featured guitarist Joe Walsh, and,
on the assumption that this freed it admit to problems in defining an based on his performances at that
from being categorized as employees employee.
concert, several major labels have
of the club.
.John Currie, .Public Information shown interest in signing him. Unless
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Needed:
Macintosh Manager
Student Government is looking for a special person
to manage its Macintosh Lab. Qualified applicants
should be very familiar with the Macintosh operating
system, have a technical orientation, and most im ..
portantly, h~ve a strong interest in Macintosh. Any
programming experience is a plus but not required.
Applicants should include a small portfolio of their
best Mac masterpieces.

The job entails, but is not limited to:
S Software installations and management on
local hard drives and file server.
8 Hardware management (hard drives, laser
printers, keyboards, floppy drives, etc.)
8 Virus prevention
8 Some purchasing and training

Derek can continue playing with the
musicians he currently works with,
the band's existence is in jeopardy.
"Derek would survive," said Chris
Trucks. "But right now, it'd really kill
the band if we had to wait a month or
more."
Because the musicians are
dependent upon consistent work, a
bureacratic delay threatens their
livelihood. The problem is that the
bureaucracy might become an
unavoidable situation.
"We've never received such a request
and I cannot imagine that that part of
the Child Labor law would be waived.
It's very specific in its intent," said Juel
Kamke, a child labor specialist with
the State Department of Labor.
She explained that although the
department has the ability to waive
any part of Child Labor laws, it is done
on a case-by-case basis and that each is
considered with "the good of the child
in mind."
. She emphasized that "the law does
not bar him from entertaining. It's
simply saying_that he may not do it in
any place that serves alcohol."
"Ifwe can resolve this, we hope to be
playing at John's place (Junkyard) at
the end of the month," Trucks said.
At the moment, however, Lewis, who
has both a personal and professional
interest in promoting Derek and the
Dominators, will not be scheduling the
band.
"Basically when your liquor license
is your bread and butter, your first and
foremost obligation is to protect your
liquor license," Lewis said.
In the meantime, Chris Trucks will
pursue every avenue he can legally,
but insisted, "If it goes back past this
week, you might hear something major
about it." -

WHAT IS THE
Florida
,
Student
Association •

YOUR VOICE
Concerning

*Tuition
*Financial Aid
*Academic Advising .
*Minority Recruitment&.. Retention
Every now and then in a person's life, the opportunity
arises to make a change for the better. It is the unique
human who can seize the opportunity and truly
"Impact." The Florida Student Association is the
medium by which students can make a difference.

CALL
Sean Pittman
and
Scott Jenkins

The: Florid.a S1urlcnc Auocl11rlon, In<..

308 E<in P11r1< Avenue. Su11e 210 •

(904) 222-3697

•

••

••

If you are interested, stop by · the Student Gov't.
offices, fill out an application and return it along with
your portfolio to Doug at the Student Gov't. Mac
Lab, Student Center rm. 22 7.

•

TAll~h<ts~ee,

fl 32.301

..

••
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Davidson chills with the boyz before Orlando show
•

by Abdul Rahmon
CENTRAL FLO RI DA FUTU RE

•

YO dukes, this weekend I had a chance to check out
my boy Tommy Davidson from "In Living Color."
Let me tell you the brother has gained nuf respect.
When I fell into his hotel room with my partner Ralphie
"D ,"I had on my'~ ank" starter gear and my locs. Loced
'
out, I mean chillin' like Bob Dylan.
The brother spots us and immediately embraces us with
a pound, that means shaking my hand, and a hug.
As we sat in the room, sipping a brew or two, we had
a chance to see what the real Tommy Davidson was like.
Let me tell you, the brother has c1ass. I mean, I don't
know of too many people with the fame that Tommy has
that would treat a brother like myself with the same
warmth that he would treat his own family.
· Then we falls into the show, Tommy immediately
goes to splitting the audience's side with laughter.
Speaking on everything from Freddy Kruger meeting
up with two out of work brothers with ·attitudes, to
buying feminine personal hygiene products, to rappers
doing the national anthem.
Tommy definitely has the knowledge and skills to be
ranked among the top comedians in the industry today,
or any other day.
If you had a chance to see Tommy's stand up act,
congratulations, but ifnot, you really missed something
special.
Tommy, if you are out there reading this, once again,
"no sell out." To Mr. Downs, "thanks for the tickets."To
the hotel staff, you really did a won.derful job with the
seating and catering, even though the prices were a bit
to overzealous.Nevertheless, the show was definitely a
success .
I hope that we will all start watching "In Living
Tommy Davidson
Color" to insure the young black comedians their rightful
"In Living Color'' comedian Tommy Davidson appeared lost weekend at Orlando's
spot in the entertainment business.
Tommy, you were right, Lou Rawls does have a "big- Holiday Inn on International Drive.
ass head." Peace and much blessing.

•

•

•

•

*DO YOU WANT TO STOP SMOKING?
*DO YOU NEED TO LOSE WEIGHT?
*ARE YOU SUFFERING FROM
HEADACHES OR MIGRAINES?
*HAVE YOU BEEN INJURED IN AN ACCIDENT?
*ARE YOU TIRED OF LIVING WITH -PAINf?
IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO ANY ONE OF THESE QUESTIONS -WE-CAN HELPI WE
USE.TRADITIONAL & MODERN (NO NEEDLES) ACUPUNCTURE, HERBS, DIETARY
l\rA.'l'iAGEMENT AND STRESS REDUCTION TECHNIQUES. GUARANTEED SAFEI

DON'T DELAY - CALL TODAY
FREE CONSULTATION
NO OBLIGATION
MOST INSURANCE ACCEPrED

Orlando Altamonte
896-3005 682-6366

PUSH YOURSELF
TOTHE LIMIT
NOT YOU.RWALLET

. BIKE WORK~

7

LL=

tRJPfitJ
(Formerly Bike Kin;)

S~ C1:

::..
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Soviet citizens drop plows
and ponder 'Who shot J.R.?'
by Nick Conte
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The recent political swing
ofthe citizens within the Soviet
Union has resulted in many
changes. None of the changes
have been as important as the
switch in Soviet Television
Programming. Now any bored
Bolshevik can switch on his
TV and watch a real live
American sit-com. So what do
we send them?
A)" Dallas"
B)"The Love Boat"
C) Assorted cartoons
D) All of the above
Which brings me to my next
question: what brain surgeon
at network headquarters
though "Dallas" and "The Love
Boat" would be suitable for
Russian viewing? It's bad
enough that the Russian people
have a distorted idea of
American life now.
So, after years of KGB
propaganda we finally get the
chance to clean the slate.
·Naturally we send them the
tender saga of a greedy, moneyhungry capitalist Texas oil
family.
Yet, the Russians seem to
love this mindless show about
American enterprise. But all
of them can't discern the truth
. from the crap, and even more
of them will believe this
Hollywood swill is genuine.
After they're done watching
the Ewing family screw each
other, they can watch a show
about celebrity has-beens
screwing each other on the high
seas in ''The Love Boat."
The "Boat" was a laughable
show with equally silly
performances. Even the most
senile
Moscovite
will
eventually grow bored with
Capt. Stubbings' sexually

conquests or Gopher's lame
comedy style. Ifthis argument
isn't strong enough, think
about this: do we want a
country as influential as
Russia to think our greatest
actor is Gavin McCleod?
The Russians should watch
American programingfrom the
beginning. Start them off with
Howdy Doody, Milton Berle
and "What's my line?" After a
few months throw "I love Lucy"
at them, maybe in a year they'll
be ready for "Family Affair,"
"Starsky and Hutch," and
"Match Game."
Cartoons are already used
there now. Yogi bear roams
Jellystone park with Boohoo,
only he speaks fluent Russian
("Nyet, dorbre den, Boohoo!).
The Russian TV starters list
SHOULD be these U.S
favorites:
1) "The Addams Family:"
Maybe the strangest, most
daring, black comedy show
ever aired. Pugsley-and Fester
will be big hits in the Moscow
punk scene.
2) "Different Strokes:" Could
revive the careers of Gary
Coleman and Todd Bridges if
the Russians like the show. I
always thought Mr. Coleman
was a misunderstood comedy
genius.

3) "Love Connections:" The
Russian people would really
enjoy this example of
imperialist match making, and
Chuck Wolery could expand
his fan club base to include
Lenningrad.
4) "The Byron Allen Show:" I
hope 'ole Byron hits it big in
the U.S.S.R, then maybe his
American producers will .t hink ,
about taking his show off the
air here (We'd both benefit from
this trade).
·_
5) "Laverne and Shirly:" Even
if a Russian didn't know much
about America, he or she could
grasp this shows daily
storyline; Laverne/Shirly get
into trouble, they scheme to
correct the problem, they end
up dangling from a 50 story
skyscraper or scaling a large
wall. This show is guaranteed
to give Russian kiddies the
giggle fits.
I just hope the Russian
school system finds a better
way of presenting a normal
American life than American
television does.
I'd hate to think that if I
ever get to visit Mos.cow, I'll be
pestered by Russian women
wan ting to know ''Who shot
J.R?" I guess I'll be forced to
look them dead in the eyes say
the "Neilsens" did it:
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Features

Buddy Miles, Kevon Smith and Joseph Thomas make up the blues band MST. MST has just completed a couple o~ dates at Casselberry's own blues bar, the Junkyard.

MST's roots
incorporate
.
rock, blues, pompadours

Veteran musicians bring variety of sounds to new group

a

Styx returns With 'Century'

-

Most men can't afford
spont~neity anymore
so forget hot-air balloon

No, men aren't usually
masters of spontaneity. I mean,
how many times can you put
"Love is a many-splendored up with, "Honey, pass me
another beer, some pizza and
thing." - anonymous
the remote."
"Love can build a bridge." Look, I can't afford
The cfudds
"Love makes the world go expensive dinners and trips to
by Bill Cushing
In between the June 27 .a nd 28 gigs, the 'round." - anonymous
the Riviera every week. Most
members of the band-drummer Miles, guitarist
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"Love stinks. Yeah yeah." guys (especially colle·ge
Smith and bassist Thomas - sat for an extended -TheJ. Geils Band
students) can't.
When the MST band played pair of dates at talk about their music, and what directions they
And I'm positive this bimbo's
the end of June at the Junkyard, it began the hope to take it.
Let me preface this by unfortunate boyfriend really
midpoint of a three week Florida trip which
saying that I'm tired of women can't afford renting a hot-air
ended with an encore on Sunday before the band Bill Cushing: How long have you guys been who got mad because only balloon for lunch (hey, that's · ~
together?
returned to Chicago the next day.
"male views" on love, sex, what she ~aid). Sorry, that's
During its shows at the Junkyard, MST was Buddy Miles: Kevon and myself have been dating and incurable psychosis just the way it is.
That doesn't mean men ·
joined by two ends of the musical generation together over a year and a half.
(oops, didn't mean that last
spectrum: ~tar-prodigy Derek Trucks (see BC: When did you join these guys?
part) had been aired in this aren't starved for interesting,
related story, p. 1O) on the one end and Lester Joe Thomas: Oh, I just came in about a month series until recently.
spontaneous dating ideas Chambers of the 1960s group the Chambers ago. I was working with some reggae artists. I
Ladies, those were not just women to shar~ them·with.
Brothers on the other (if you're not familiar with used to work with Herbie Hancock, Don Cherry, necessarily male views. They My past dating ideas include: n
the Chambers Brothers, before there was Living you know, did a lot ofjazz. Always played rock 'n' were Nick Conte's views, and
• Sunday brunch. In Fort
roll. I've played it all. It's really cool playing with like many of his co-workers, Myers. On the seashore.
Colour, there w~s the Chambers Brothers).
MST itself is a strange brew. Anchored by this band cause me and this guy (Kevon) go way I'm not sure he's even human.
• Dinner and dancing on a
drummer Buddy Miles (a stickman for, among back so we've always wanted to play together.
So, as an average male riverboat on the St. Johns
others, Jimi Hendrix as well as providing the BC: Did you meet in Chicago?
(significantly better than River.
lead vocals for the late '80s singing raisins ad), Kevon Smith: I was a producing dance records at average, actually), it's my turn
• A picnic. (It rained. We
MST also features Kevon Smith, a strutting the time, I wasn't really playing that much. I to talk about this love thing. I broke up two days later.)
guitarist who moves from rock to soul to blues worked with Ivan Neville, Harvey Mandel.
As noted elsewhere, it's just a
like to think I know quite a bit
with equal ease in all genres, and Joe Thomas, a BC:Are you guys working on origina1 about being a single male nuisance to find someone to use
dreadlocked monster of a man who looks like he material at the moment?
college student in 1991. And all these ideas on - especially
could play for the Detroit Pistons but seems to
do I have opinions? Lots of when she has Lincoln tastes on
enjoy his gig on stage much more.
a Ford budget.
see INTERVIEW page 9 them, actually.
POP QUIZ: In the previous
Spontaneity. This comes
sentence,
was the writer
first because I heard some fluff
chick whining about it in the referring to cars or presidents?
Would the comparison change?
library last week.
at First Sight," which have songs, but it can't carry the
enjoyed success on the pop entire album.
charts.
The upbeat songs like ''Not
Both songs are ballads sung Dead Yet" and the title track, ·
by lead vocalist, Dennis "Edge of the Century:" are
DeYoung and they follow with typical side B releases. Besides
the stereotypical Styx formula. these efforts, there are some
"Show Me the Way'' jumped personal tunes like "Back to
on the "Voices That Care" Chicago," which is a tribute to
bandwagon to serve as the band's hometown, and
inspiration to the troops in the "Cci.rrie Ann," a song with a
Persian Gulf. A remixed version pretty good sound, but lyrics
of the song was released in that must have been written
March dubbed with some about a band member's wife.
•Edge Of The Century
inspirmg quotes about None of these ~ongs will find a
Artist: Styx
patriotism. Styx knew this song favorite spot in anyone's heart
Producer: Dennis DeYoung
would
be a success, but the war except a true fan's. ·
Label: A&M Records
But beware Styx fans: Edge
helped i't even further.
In the tradition of enduring - It's also no surprise that "Love of the Century lacks two key
groups like Genesis, Chicago and at First Sight" climbed the charts elements that contributed to
Journey, Styx has managed to because it mirrors the nostalgic their past success and the sound
unite once more to take fans to tune "Desert Moon," a popular that many come to expect.
If you're looking for those
early '80s song from DeYoung's
the Edge of the Century.
great duets like "Don't Let It
Their newe st effort has solo effort of the same name.
The slow,·schmaltzy formula
already produced a few hits like
see .si:vx page 8
may
have carried these two
"Show Me the Way" and "Love
.
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